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Thriller is a thing of the past
By JOE LEYDON
For The Chronicle
There's something seductively fascinating about the chilly spareness and cryptic allusiveness of writer-director
Nicholas Chin's "Magazine Gap Road," a formally precise yet emotionally resonant thriller about going to
extremes while escaping the past. This well-crafted Hong Kong import demands and rewards patience with its
unhurried entwining of suspense and sensuality, desperate measures and selfless gestures.
The title refers to a tony enclave of wealth and privilege - think River Oaks, only more so - where Samantha
(Jessey Meng), a strikingly beautiful ex-prostitute, has successfully reinvented herself as the invaluable
assistant to the curator of a museum. Dr. Lee (Richard Ng), her proud mentor, knows everything about her
background - and admires her all the more for transcending it. But all it takes is a frantic phone call from Kate
(Ying Qu), another "escort" employed by the same flesh-peddler who once controlled Samantha. Loyal to her
friend, Samantha helps Kate hide out long enough to kick her drug habit, with a little help from Mao (Elvis Tsui),
a disgraced ex-cop. But when it comes to removing the final impediment to Kate's happily-ever-aftering,
Samantha takes a solo approach to problem-solving. Big mistake.
There's rarely a genuinely warm moment in "Magazine Gap Road," a coolly realized drama charged with
alternating currents of tragic inevitability and steely defiance.
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SHORT SYNOPSIS
High above the commerce and crowds of Hong Kong winds Magazine Gap Road, a secluded
enclave of wealth and privilege. Samantha is a curator for a private museum in this rarefied
world, a world where her past (a life spent in the Japanese flesh trade) is her most well-kept
secret -- until it catches up with her in a single phone call from Kate, another escort, who’s in
trouble. For Samantha, helping Kate means going back to the world she escaped and risking
everything – her budding romance with a wealthy antiques collector, the deadly men who run
Hong Kong’s high-class prostitution ring, and most importantly, her own fears that beneath
the veneer of respectability, she’ll always be for sale.

FULL SYNOPSIS
Much like the film’s namesake street, tucked away in Hong Kong’s lush Peak district high
above the chaos and commerce of the city, museum curator Samantha (Jessey Meng) seems
to have the world at her feet. As strikingly beautiful as she is whip-smart, she moves through
life with a self-assuredness few can match, making deals and turning heads -- in particular,
that of wealthy antiques collector Greg (Carl Ng). Samantha seems to have it all, until in a
single phone call her past catches up with her, and reminds her that she could lose everything.
The caller is Kate (Qu Ying), one of the thousands of Hong Kong’s paid mistresses, beautiful
women working as high-class escorts kept under wraps by the town’s elite. In Samantha’s
former life, she and Kate both worked for the same client, the abusive, morally bankrupt
Hans (Zheng Shiming). Samantha once risked her life to escape and make Hans believe she
was dead, but now, with Kate in trouble – desperate to leave the life but terrified that Hans
will come after what he’s paid for, and make her pay in return – Samantha must look her past
in the face.
With the help of Mao (Elvis Tsui), an alcoholic ex-cop axed from the service after beating up
his boss’ girlfriend, and the benevolent guidance of museum head Dr. Lee (Richard Ng),
Samantha hatches a plan to kidnap Kate and help her start fresh with a new life. But when
complications arise, Kate’s friendship is called into question, Hans gets wind that Samantha
may still be alive and Greg begins to suspect that she isn’t the woman he thought he knew,
Samantha is left wondering where to turn and whom she can trust. Ultimately, Samantha
must ask herself how much she’s willing to pay to prove to herself that she’s no longer for
sale.

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
You always see the same Hong Kong on film, chaotic, claustrophobic city streets teeming
with life and commerce. But up in The Peak, a wealthy enclave nestled in the clouds above
the heart of the city, it’s a completely different world, seemingly with rules all its own. It
seems pristine on the surface, but what lies beneath is something else entirely. I grew up in
the West, so I’m fascinated by that contrast, by the interplay between these two worlds.
That’s what I wanted to explore with Samantha’s story.
As in the film, everything with the project was set in motion by a single phone call that I
overheard one afternoon. A good friend of mine had spent years as a paid mistress but
eventually escaped, rehabilitating herself into high society. I’d only known her in civilian
life, so to speak, but one afternoon she received a panicked phone call from a woman she
knew in her former life, and I had a glimpse of the other side. There was an intimacy between
the two women that was arresting, and a toughness to their conversation that filled me with
questions. How can you to learn to open yourself back up to the world when closing yourself
off is a means of survival? How do you reconcile something that dark in your past with hopes
for a future? And can you ever take love on its own terms again, unbound from commerce?

ABOUT THE CAST
JESSEY MENG (Samantha)
Jessey Meng grew up in Taiwan and came to acting via early (and hugely successful) careers
in modeling and television hosting in Hong Kong. After starring in the Chinese television
drama SWINGING GIRL, she shared the big screen Richard Gere in RED CORNER and
Yang Yi in MY PASSION.
QU YING (Kate)
Qu Ying is one of China’s most popular triple threats: She’s combined a lucrative modeling
career with countless television appearances as actress and host and -- after signing with
BMG – reinvented herself as a pop sensation, with no fewer than five albums under her belt.
Ying trained at the Hunan Province Performance School for Theater and joined the school’s
repertory; MAGAZINE GAP ROAD is her eighth feature film.
RICHARD NG (Dr. Lee)
Richard Ng’s prolific three-decade Eurasian career has seen him appearing in nearly 80
movies, garnering two Best Actor nominations at the Hong Kong Film Awards (WINNERS
AND SINNERS, BEYOND THE SUNSET), and becoming a comedy and character-actor
legend to Hong Kong audiences. He’s also shown up frequently on the small screen in Great
Britain, most recently in the BBC Scotland series River City. MAGAZINE GAP ROAD
marks the eighth collaboration with his son, Carl Ng.
CARL NG (Greg)
In less than a decade’s worth of career, Carl Ng has appeared in close to 30 films
internationally, including Olivier Assayas’ BOARDING GATE and Yon Fan’s COLOR
BLOSSOMS. The British-Chinese actor – whose mother worked as a hair stylist for Bruce
Lee, and whose father, comedy legend Richard Ng, joins him onscreen as Dr. Lee in
MAGAZINE GAP ROAD – studied at the Tony Grecos Acting Studio and Westminster
University, both in the U.K. He has also appeared in a number of theater productions in
London’s West End.
ELVIS TSUI (Mao)
Elvis Tsui Moved from mainland China to Hong Kong to study as a painter, and took acting
jobs to pay the bills. Nearly 30 years and 100 films later, Tsui’s superstar status in Hong
Kong cinema is undisputed, though the quiet drama of MAGAZINE GAP ROAD is a
departure for the actor, who’s best known for his work in martial-arts and comedy
blockbusters. Tsui received a Best Actor nomination at the Hong Kong Film Awards for his
role in ALL MEN ARE BROTHERS: BLOOD OF THE LEOPARD.

ABOUT THE FILMMAKERS
NICHOLAS CHIN (Writer, Director, Co-Producer)
London-born Chinese writer-director Nicolas Chin’s short film TAI TAI (starring Josie Ho)
was an Official Selection at the 2002 Cannes Film Festival and won the Kodak Asian Vision
Award in 2002. At 34, he’s already enjoyed a border-straddling career working on historical
documentaries and specials for the BBC, Channel 4, PBS and ABC in London and New York
(including the Peabody Award-winning PEOPLE’S CENTURY and DAME EDNA'S
MILLENIUM SHOW), and has directed commercials in Hong Kong and Shanghai.
Magazine Gap Road is his feature directorial debut and marks his second collaboration with
producer Chiu Wah Lee (LUST, CAUTION, THE MUMMY III) and Oscar-award winning
editor Jean Tsien (CROUCHING TIGER, HIDDEN DRAGON). Chin holds degrees in Art
History from Cambridge University and language studies from Beijing’s Tsing Hua
University.
CHIU WAH LEE (Producer)
Most recently, Chiu Wah Lee served as production manager on Ang Lee’s LUST, CAUTION
and line-produced the upcoming THE MUMMY III, capping off work on a string of feature
film productions in Hong Kong -- as assistant director on Wong Kar-wai's 2046, Peter Chan's
PERHAPS LOVE, and ULTRAVIOLET with Milla Jovovich – as well as China, France and
Russia, including Julien Séri’s SONS OF THE WIND (LES FILS DU VENT). Lee is
currently based in Shanghai, where he’s a prolific commercial producer.
JEAN TSIEN (Editor)
Jean Tsien counts more than two decades of experience in documentary film as editor,
director and writer. Highlights include editing the Academy Award-nominated (for Best
Documentary Feature) SCOTTSBORO: AN AMERICAN TRAGEDY and an Emmy
nomination for Best Editing for MALCOLM X: MAKE IT PLAIN, which won the Peabody
and Christopher Awards. She also edited SOMETHING WITHIN ME, about an arts school
in the South Bronx, which won the Audience Award, Filmmaker’s Trophy and Special Jury
Award for Merit at the 1993 Sundance Film Festival. She produced PBS’ LISTENING AT
THE LUNCHEONETTE: IMMIGRATION GAME and co-wrote, edited and co-produced
the Peabody-winning documentary TRAVIS, about a boy’s fight with AIDS. She also served
as ADR sound editor on both CROUCHING TIGER, HIDDEN DRAGON and LUST,
CAUTION. Most recently, her film PLEASE VOTE FOR ME won the Silver Docs Sterling
Award.
WENDERS LI (Editor)
Wenders Li has worked in nearly all aspects of film in Hong Kong, with credits in sound,
writing, directing and acting, but he’s found his niche in editing, with work on projects like
the 2007 hit WARLORDS and Pang Ho Cheung’s ISABELLA, which won a Silver Bear at

the 2006 Berlin Film Festival. His work on 2006’s PERHAPS LOVE earned him
nominations at both the Golden Horse and Hong Kong Film Awards.
CHAN KWONG WING (Original Music)
Chan Kwong Wing has scored more than 30 feature films in Hong Kong, including the
INFERNAL AFFAIRS Trilogy, Andrew Lau and Alan Mak’s INITIAL D (based on the
popular Japanese manga series of the same name) and CONFESSION OF PAIN, by Waikeung Lau and Siu Fai Mak. He is a nine-time nominee for Best Original Film Score at the
Hong Kong Film Awards – he won in 1999 for Wai-keung Lau’s THE STORM RIDERS -and is also behind the music for dozens of commercials at home.
CHAN YUEN KAI (Cinematographer)
Chan Yuen Kai came out of retirement to work on MAGAZINE GAP ROAD. His extensive
cinematography experience in film and commercials includes working with Chris Doyle on
Wang Kar-wai’s ASHES OF TIME, and has been involved in an ongoing non-profit
photography project for more than 20 years taking portraits of retirees in assisted-living
communities in Hong Kong.
WONG YAT PING (Associate Producer)
Wong Yat Ping has worked on nearly 40 feature films in Hong Kong, including Ann Hui’s
SUMMER SNOW, which took home two Silver Bears from the 1995 Berlin Film Festival,
Lawrence Ah Mon’s QUEEN OF TEMPLE STREET, a three-time winner at the Hong Kong
Film Awards, and Teddy Chan’s PURPLE STORM, which scored five wins at the latter in
1999. He’s directed and produced more than 50 commercials and television specials -- many
for MTV Asia – and taught filmmaking at the Chinese University of Hong Kong for more
than a decade.
LOK MAN LEUNG (Art Director)
Up-and-coming art director Lok Man Leung has racked up credits in just a few short years,
with work on the Hong Kong cult cartoon hit MCDULL, THE ALUMNI, Chin Man-Kei’s
teen horror romp THE HAUNTED SCHOOL and Jay Chou’s upcoming KUNG FU DUNK.

INTERVIEW WITH DIRECTOR NICHOLAS CHIN
How did working on Tai Tai, your short film about “tai tais” -- wealthy kept wives in
Hong Kong -- lead to making Magazine Gap Road?
After Tai Tai, I spent a year working on a feature-length version of the same film. I saw
Fellini’s Juliette of the Spirits around that time, and it struck me as the best tai tai story ever
made. I didn’t want to tell the same story, but I still wanted to do something set in that world
of wealth and privilege.
How did you settle on the tale of a former paid mistress made good who’s forced to
confront her past?
I knew one of these ex-mistresses in Hong Kong – I’d met her long after she left that world.
But one day, when we were hanging out, she got a call from a friend of hers who was still in
the trade. I listened to the conversation and I was struck by how utterly different my friend
sounded at that moment from the woman I knew – much tougher, much colder. And the girl
on the end of the phone was in trouble.
How did overhearing that exchange affect your understanding of your friend’s
experience?
I was fascinated by the duality of the woman I knew vs. the person I was seeing for the first
time, the one she’d been in her former life. My perspective was immature back then, very
black and white: Prostitute, bad, upstanding member of society, good. But after overhearing
the exchange that one afternoon, I became aware that there was much more to it than that. I
wanted to explore the grey areas.
Paid mistresses are very much a Hong Kong thing. How are they perceived in the
society?
When people think of prostitution, they think of streetwalkers – in Hong Kong, it’s not like
that. Rich businessmen or their kids, many of them married, will have a mistress who they
take care of financially, set up in an apartment and given an allowance that lets them live
quite lavishly. There are several accomplished women here – models, actresses – who are
mistresses of equally famous tycoons, and it’s generally known and accepted.
With those grey areas in mind, how did you write the character of Samantha, the
museum curator with a past?
I think when you have something dark in your past like prostitution, it makes your world a
little harder and colder – being guarded is second nature. I wanted Samantha to reflect that, to
be tough and not at all sentimental, and to have those uglier elements in her of anger and
revenge. This isn’t Pretty Woman, with a prostitute who’s rescued by love and seamlessly

changes overnight, never looking back. That’s just not how it works – and the same applies to
any dark moments in one’s past. And I wanted to explore what this does to relationships: For
Samantha, what’s it like having a wealthy boyfriend who’s in the same social bracket as one
of her past clients?
The film’s setting reflects that coldness -- the Hong Kong you depict is a far cry from
the crowded, chaotic streets we’re used to seeing on film.
Magazine Gap Road is in a part of Hong Kong above the city center called The Peak, and it’s
a very different world up there, full of discreet meeting places, secluded mansions and
guards. It has its own style, but ultimately it’s quite sterile, not as soulful as the crowded
streets below. I love Max Ophuls, whose dramas were set in Viennese society and filmed in
the ‘30s and ‘40s – he told stories about gorgeous people going about their lavish, opulent
lives, but who are all completely destroyed by love – and in the same way, I wanted to play
with the contrasts between the beauty on the surface of this world and the brutal things going
on underneath. Paul Schrader’s American Gigolo also comes to mind, all sleek, fashionable
surface concealing things that are dark underneath.
Speaking of contrasts, the colors are hypersaturated – how did you achieve that effect?
Hours and hours with the art director in pre- and post-production! If you think of some films
– especially Asian films like the older Shaw Brothers’ Hong Kong musicals, ’80s Japanese
thrillers, and of course Bollywood movies -- color creates the atmosphere. We were lucky to
work with Deborah Huen, who’s done color for Wong Kar-wai (In the Mood for Love, Happy
Together) -- his use of color is almost too intense, it practically makes your eyes tingle and
melt. But we used lots of purples and blues, cool colors, to add to the coldness.
The rich colors and stark composition, with lots of master shots of highly stylized
buildings and interiors, almost make the film feel like a series of still photographs.
I wanted to create a little distance between the audience and the film. It’s not TV, where your
thoughts and emotions are being manipulated minute to minute. There’s room for reflection,
especially when the themes fall into that grey area.
Your characters slip from Cantonese to Mandarin to English.
It reflects that part of Hong Kong. You have this unusual mix of expats, old rich blueblooded Cantonese and discreetly wealthy people from the mainland, so there’s this fluidity
between the languages. We wanted to show that.
So your actors came prepared to speak all three?
It’s actually a skill not a lot of actors possess, but we were so impressed with Jessey Meng,
who plays Samantha. She was a little uncomfortable in English at first, but it worked.
You have some very seasoned talent on your roster. Did the experience your actors
brought to the film make it easier for you, as a first-timer?
Absolutely – I came in with less experience than nearly all the crew and cast. Qu Jing (Kate)
has a double career in China as a singer and TV actor; she’s starred in one of Zhang Yimou’s
films and is such a professional. Richard Ng (Dr. Lee) and Elvis Tsui (Mao) probably have
about 500 films between them. Richard’s also been a producer and a director, so his advice

was invaluable. And like Jessey, Carl Ng (Greg) has a background in modeling and fashion,
so he really understands that world from the inside.
And you got to work with producer Chiu Wah Lee, who’s worked with Wong Kar-wai
and Ang Lee. How was that?
We couldn’t have made the film without him. Even though he’s worked with tons of more
experienced directors, he let me run with the style I was after, one that’s so different from
much of Hong Kong film. So I had complete freedom and at the same time, when you’re in
the 16th hour of shooting and have to make 100 decisions a day, it helps to have a seasoned
pro come in, be frank, and take over when the situation demands it. And sometimes, we’d
look at each other, shrug our shoulders and take the plunge.
You’ve had a very international upbringing. How does that experience influence your
vision, as a director?
I grew up in England, found creative freedom working in New York – that’s why I’m still
based there -- and feel at home watching Hong Kong films. I don’t feel rooted in any one
country, and mostly classify myself as “overseas Chinese.” There’s a wave of Chinese living
abroad who return home, bringing with them a new perspective and sort of dislocated
aesthetic – full of romanticism, misplaced patriotism, opportunism – and I definitely feel like
a part of that, and I think that makes for an unfamiliar perspective in the stories I tell. Also as
a young director, the fast-paced, free-wheeling nature of working in Hong Kong is conducive
to experimentation – there’s more opportunity and making films there carries fewer financial
risks.
Tell us about your next project.
Coming out of a long post-production stretch on Magazine Gap Road, I’ve been shooting
commercials in China and getting back to writing, watching films, moaning, and watching
more films [laughs].

INTERVIEW WITH COSTUME CONSULTANT TANSY LAU
What’s it like working with Nicholas Chin? Do your ideas about costuming mesh?
It’s great working with him -- I worked on his short film TAI TAI before MAGAZINE GAP
ROAD -- because he pays special attention to the way in which actors are dressed and styled
to bring out their characters. He loves to work with beautiful things.
The colors and shapes help define the film's atmosphere, and clothing seems to play a
large part.
Nick wanted bold, strong colors and shapes to reflect the daring minds of the characters and
their inner urge to rebel against the norm. It strikes a contrast to their fragile figures and
delicate faces. In many scenes, the contrasts between shapes and colors were the focal point –
a red Fendi coat against the gloomy, musky water, the Diane Von Furstenberg print against
the white-walled hotel, the flowy soft dresses blowing in the wind amid a pile of hard rocks.
We also wanted the clothes to be a bit sculptural, to work with the gallery setting.
Samantha and Kate, in particular, are like walking fashion plates.
Well, they’re beautiful and very easy to dress, but they also presented the biggest challenge,
because we needed to find clothes that were strong but also feminine. The two women are
always pulled together, even when they’re in hiding on the boat. The clothes are really like a
shield for them, an armor that protects them from showing who they really are. Dressing up
helps Samantha to integrate the world of privilege as if she belongs there, hoping no one will
see through to the real her.
What were some of your favorite clothes used in the film?
We got some amazing pieces. I love the Fendi purple dress with the opening at the back – it
makes Samantha look like a work of art herself. The red Fendi coat added a magic touch to
the boat scene at the beginning, and a long, black Lanvin dress transformed Samantha in a
scene where, for just one moment, she lets her guard down for Greg. We dealt directly with
the fashion houses, and they were very supportive.

EXCERPTED DIALOGUE
“Everyday it was late morning risings, empty boutiques and afternoon hotel rooms.”
Kate, on her life as a paid mistress
“Once the looks fade, what is she left with?”
Hans, on the high-class prostitutes he keeps on retainer
“Ceramics should not be kept in glass boxes, behind closed doors, brought out on social
occasions. They are not third wives.”
Samantha, to Greg, on his invaluable collection
“Don't kid yourself. I see the angles with you and him. I get money, you get respectability.
We still open our legs at the end of the night. Some wider than others.”
Kate, on Samantha’s romance with Greg, a wealthy antiques collector

“One day, there will only be one man. He will look at you every morning and that will be
enough.”
Samantha, to Kate
“It’s a different world up here.”
Museum curator Dr. Lee, on Hong Kong’s Peak neighborhood
“I’m bored.”
“Get used to it. Most normal people are.”
Samantha, replying to Kate’s restlessness as she detoxes from drugs
“Underneath the beauty there is a real toughness, and then there is something else.”
Dr. Lee, describing Samantha
“We lived off the expectations of men, never the other way round.”
Samantha to Kate, on their lives as paid mistresses
“[…] when you first came to me in Tokyo... you were all tired out, working on your back in
cheap hotels for petty change. You wanted the high life, the big money, the grand hotels. You
begged and I took you in, dressed you right. You have not changed. Not changed at all.”
Hans to Samantha, on her escape from prostitution and bid for respectability

THE CAST
(in order of appearance)
Hans ……………………………………Zheng Shiming
Kate …………………………………… Qu Ying
Mao …………………………………… Elvis Tsui
Samantha ……………………………… Jessey Meng
Dr. Lee ………………………………… Richard Ng
Greg Chow …………………..………… Carl Ng
Richard Dou ………………….…………Willie Yeung
Museum Staffer No. 1 ……….………… Felicia Tong
Jeweler ……………………….………… Mok Wai Man
Museum Staffer No. 2 ………..…………Kristie Siu
Police Sargeant ………………..……….. Lai Chi Ho Gary
Mao’s Ex-Girlfriend …………..………..Ng Man Yan Nathalie
Policewoman at Mao’s Apartment ……..Ada Lee
Policeman at Mao’s Apartment …………Nicky Shih
Commissioner ………………….………..Pal Sinn
Bouncer No. 1 …………………………..Leung Wai On
Bouncer No. 2 …………………………..Ean Tang
Black Market Dealer ……………………Ho Pak Kwong
Mao’s Bald Helper No. 1 ……………….Siu Ping Lam
Mao’s Bald Helper No. 2 ……………….Ng Shing Tat
Gas Station Supervisor ………………….Ada Lee
Gas Station Customer …………………...Leung Lok Man
Young Woman in Boutique ……………..J.J. Jia
Pierre …………………………………….Ronnie Shum
Hans’ Bodyguard No. 1 …………………Roderick Lam
Policeman A ……………………………..Lee Chi Wai Thomas
Hans’ Bodyguard No. 2 ………………….Chong Tak Leung
Policewoman in Station ………………….Chau Suk Wai

THE FILMMAKERS
MAIN CREDITS
Director Of Photography……………………………..Chan Yuan Kai
Art Director…………………………….…………….Leung Lok Man
Costumes………………………………..……………..William Fung
Mabel Kwan
Original Music………………………………………..Chan Kwong Wing
Editors………………………………….……………..Jean Tsien
Wenders Li
Associate Producer…………………….……………...Wong Yat Ping
Producers……………………………….……………..Chiu Wah Lee
Nicholas Chin
Story and Screenplay..…………………..…………….Nicholas Chin
Director………………………………………………..Nicholas Chin
PRODUCTION CREDITS
Production Manager …………………..………………Ada Lee
First Assistant Director ………………..………………Felicia Tong
Second Assistant Directors ……………..……………..Lee Chi Wai Thomas
Ng Hoi Yan
Rehearsal Director ……………..……………..……….Ronnie Shum
Assistant Production Manager ……………..………….Leung Wai On
Unit Manager ……………..……………..…………….Ng Shing Tat
Production Assistants ……………..……………..…….Shih Wa Fung
Cheng Ka Kay Iris
Shum Chi Kit
Chong Tak Leung
Script Editor ……………..……………..……………..Max Kalmanowicz
Chinese Script/Cantonese Dialogue ……………..……Chan Hi Choi Brian
Additional Translation ……………..……………..…...Margaret Tsui
Kinie Fung
Focus Puller……………..……………..……………... Lum Lai Shing
Dolly Grip ……………..……………..……………….Wong Chun Mo
Camera Assistants ……………..……………..……….Ng Kwok Kau
Chan Yiu Ming Dandy
Gaffer ……………..……………..……………..……..Chow Wing Lu
Best Boy ……………..……………..……………..…..Ko Wing Chai
Electricians ……………..……………..………………Chan Sing Hong
Ng Hung Kin
Pun Hi Hong

Sound Mixer ……………..……………..……………..Leung Lek Chee
Boom Man ……………..……………..……………….Tse Yiu Kay Jamas
Fuji Film Stock Provided by ……………..……………Top Light Films Ltd.
Salon Films (HK) Ltd.
Fashion Consultant ……………..……………..………Tansy Lau
Jewelry designed by ……………..……………..……...Nicolette Tong
Assistant Art Director ……………..……………..……Yuen Chau
Props Master ……………..……………..……………..Cheung Koon Wah
Props ……………..……………..……………..………Siu Ping Lam
Chu Tak Keung
Cheng Ping Chi
Hui Tsun Chow
Make-Up Artist ……………..……………..………….Chen Sau Han
Hair Stylist ……………..……………..………………Wong Kwong Hung
Wardrobe Assistant ……………..……………..……...Tong Ping
Making of ……………..……………..………………..Wong Ka Chuen
Still Photographers ……………..……………..………Tam Wing Sam
Ronnie Shum
Felicia Tong
Ken Hui
POST-PRODUCTION CREDITS
Assistant Editor ………………………...……………..Yip Yuen Ting
Negative Cutter………………………….……………..Ma Chung Yiu
Negatives ……………………………….……………..Cine Art Lab Ltd.
Sound Mixing Facilities ………………...……………..MBS (Hong Kong)
Video Operators ………………………………………..Kwok Kin Lung
Chau Yiu Hang
Chan Chung Ming
Wong Chun Yip Charles
Foley Artists…………………………………..………...Kwong Wai Hung
Tommy Yu
Henry Yam
Au Chun Wan
Lam Hon Chiu
Yu Che Man
Lam Wai Shun
Foley Recording………………………………………..To Burnard
Kwok Siu Lun
Li Chi Ho Neo
EFX Editor……………………………….……………..Yiu Chun Hin

Additional Dialogue Recording………………………...Yuen Ting Yip
Wong Tsz Kin
Dialogue Editor ……………..……………..…………...Yuen Ting Yip
Re-recording Mixer ……………..……………..……….Yuen Ting Yip
Sound Design ……………..……………..……………..Kinson Tsang
Production Coordinators ……………..………………...Tang Ming Wai Kody
Lee Ka Yan
ADR (Beijing) ……………..……………..…………….Sound Firm
Production Coordinators ……………..…………………Du Ning
Fiona Qi Zi Ying
Digital Intermediary ……………..……………..……….Oriental Post (Bangkok)
Project Supervisor ……………..……………..…………Bobbie Wong
Executive Producer ……………..……………..………..Pawadee Chantanom
Producer ……………..……………..……………..…….Napasnam S.
Digital Colorist ……………..……………..……………Deborah Huen
Assistant Digital Colorist ……………..……………..….Kaewta Netsukhum
Digital On-line Editors ……………..……………..…….Suwit Tiwakornkul
Narathorn Hemratanathorn
Digital Output Supervisor ……………..………………..Kritsada Kaewamani
Pornpol Sakarin
Film Scan and Recording ……………..……………..…Piyanut Kaeomanee
Chuchawan Chairimwiang
Film Laboratory ……………..……………..…………..Kantana Animation Co., Ltd.
Lab Consultants ……………..……………..…………..Pairoj Prempri
Pisit Likibunnakorn
Pison Santawanpas
Color Timing and Grading……………………………..Passakorn Yaisiri
Supamol Pleumchusak
Film Titles……………..……………..………………...Roy Chow
Subtitles ……………..……………..…………………..Mandarin Laboratory Ltd.
Optical Sound ……………..……………..…………….Shanghai Film Technology Plant
Post-Production Guidance ……………..………………Sandy Ng
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